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Professor Steven Anderson has a vision of a better world. In a bold and daring venture he
assembles an organization of special forces, computer hackers and technicians and unleashes
havoc on an unprecendented scale. It is his fervent hope that the world will never be the same
again.
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A thick mist full of vengeful spirits haunts a prosperous island town off the coast of Oregon, as
its inhabitants try to learn their town's dark secret in order to stop it. Directed by John
Carpenter. With Adrienne Barbeau, Jamie Lee Curtis, Janet Leigh, John Houseman. An
unearthly fog rolls into a small coastal town exactly.
As a piece of driftwood in a child's hand glows with spectral light an eerie fog envelops the
bay, and from it's midst emerge dripping demonic victims of a century. From producer John
Carpenter comes the all-new retelling of his terror classic, THE FOG. Tom Welling (TV's
Smallville ), Maggie Grace (TV's Lost ) and Selma . In the decades since The Fog debuted,
Carpenter's made a wide enough variety of films â€” action, science-fiction, social satire and
more â€” that this particular. The Fog is pivotal to the cementing of director John Carpenter's
aesthetic. '80s horror has intense peril, lots of scares. Read Common Sense Media's The Fog
review, age rating, and parents guide. Horror master John Carpenter offers up a triple treat
with The Fog : Jamie Lee Curtis, Adrienne Barbeau, and Janet Leigh all in the same movie.
As if that. Often overlooked is The Fog, Carpenter's eerie crowd-pleaser that overcame its
low-budget, do-it-yourself production to become a huge hit, earning
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